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Dear Reader,   
 
Welcome to this first edition of TRAMPOLINE NEWS 2006. 
My thanks to John Beeton the editor, for all his efforts to keep 
you all informed, and all those who have contributed to this 
important Newsletter. Please circulate this latest edition as 
widely as possible. 
 
Our main thrust during 2006 is going to be communication and 
we are hoping to improve the process substantially. Please 
remember communication is a two way street and we need 
people in all regions and home nations to act as conduits 
passing information out to local members and collecting 
information for articles and the Technical Committees. In the 
words of an old TV advert… “Its good to talk”. 
 
The National Technical Assembly was a great success, with 
speakers in a Trampoline specific program to supplement the 
comprehensive general program - changes announced and 
reports given on the Trampoline Development plan, which can 
be downloaded from BG’s website. It is also pleasing to see 
more Trampolinists attending yet again this year, and it is an 
important event now in the Trampoline year. This is the main 
opportunity in the year to have your say about how things are 
going. I am still surprised so many miss the opportunity. 
 
The usual January elections saw all existing members being re-
elected, this time for three years and as Technical Committee 
elections now go with the Olympic cycles. Congratulations to 
all on their election. 
 
Dave Ross was the first ever overseas speaker and the audience 
understood why as he held them all spell bound with his tales 
of his experiences in Canada. 
 
Competition and scoring was probably the most controversial 
amongst the issue discussed and from the inputs given by the 
audience the competition committee under Craig Bellis will 
respond during April 06. With nearly a 1000 competitors at 
Grades 1 & 2 alone the system requires constant management 
and update. A complete review of competitions in the UK is 
currently underway and results expected by late 06, and 
implementation could be as early 07. 

The Coach Education Panel has continued its massive workload 
under the watchful eye of Cathy Page and Lloyd Readhead 
with around 2400 coaches gaining a new qualification during 
2005. From only 70 tutors and examiners, this is a highly active 
and productive area. There have been nearly 700 Teachers award 
coaches trained. This is an area of real growth. The expansion of 
trampolining in schools has increased vastly the demand for 
teacher’s courses and clubs should be forging links to local 
schools. 
 
Research is being undertaken on the development of a “Licence 
to Coach” to be implemented alongside the Cycle Six 
Qualifications on Jan 1st 2007. 
 
NTGTC would like to congratulate all of our International 
competitors and their personal for keeping Great Britain at the 
forefront of the international scene. The new World Class 
systems are designed to maximise these skills and are based on 
worlds best practice. A new 5th level program is currently being 
discussed with home nations. 
 
2006 is going to be an exciting year for Trampolining. I am 
certainly looking forward to the next twelve months. 
 
 

TECHNICAL CONFERENCE 
 

As mentioned previously, the 2006 Technical Conference was 
held during 27-29 January at the National Sports Center, 
Lilleshall, with possibly the largest audience yet since the 
inception of the event. 
 
The varied program was based around all disciplines within 
British Gymnastics and there was much to see and discuss 
throughout the weekend. 
 
Trampoline Gymnastics had presentations from Jack Kelly who 
spoke on “National Technical Priorities”, Sue Lawton/Jake 
Bailey on “The Straight Jump”, Robin Atkins “Self Reference”, 
Craig Bellis “The future of Competitions, Nick Earle “DMT, 
more than just a Training aid” and Dave Ross from Canada, who 
chose as his subjects “The Canadian Olympic Experience” and 
“The Canadian System”. All sessions were fully attended, not 
only by the trampoline fraternity, but members of other BG 
disciplines. 
 
Hopefully the 2006 Conference will be just as informative. Ed. 
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Fig World Ranking List 
 

With the FIG World Cup Finals scheduled to take place at the 
NIA Birmingham at the end of the current year, British hopes 
of participation in the event rest mainly on the number of 
points each gymnast can obtain between April and September 
in the above list.  
 
At present, British gymnasts feature in  World Ranking Lists as 
follows:  
 
Trampoline Ladies (Individual) 
 
07.  Claire Wright - 90.6 points 
16.  Kirsten Lawton – 23.0 points 
 
Trampoline Men (Individual) 
 
22.  Gary Smith – 25.2 points 
 
Trampoline Ladies (Synchro) 
 
06.  Claire Wright / Kirsten Lawton – 136.5 points 
24.  Claire Wright / Jamie Moore – 17.5 points 
39.  Katherine Driscoll / Amanda Parker – 3.9 points 
 
Trampoline Men (Synchro) 
 
10.  Mark Alexander / Simon Milnes – 92.6 points 
34.  Gary Smith / Gary Short – 7.0 points 
 
Tumbling Ladies 
 
03.  Kathryn Peberdy – 171.7 points 
07.  Zoe Maclean – 101.5 points 
09.  Samantha Palmer – 52.5 points 
15.  Charmaine Salsa – 20.6 points 
33.  Sarah Bellis – 6.3 points 
 
Tumbling Men 
 
06.  Damien Walters – 201.7 points 
13.  Robert Small – 69.8 points 
35.  Charlie Burrows – 8.4 points 
38.  Michael Barnes – 7.0 points 
 
The top eight (8) only in each of the Disciplines featured in the 
Ranking Lists will be invited to participate in the FIG World 
Cup Finals. With a further four (4) world cups scheduled prior 
to the World Cup Finals, I am certain that a number of our 
gymnasts can pick-up the necessary points to ensure their place 
in Birmingham. 
 
Good luck to all. Ed. 
 

Gymmark 
 

As you all know by now the NTTC are strongly supporting clubs 
in gaining Gymmark, and  we would like to draw you attention to 
a little known club called Next Generation Trampoline Club, 
who have been awarded the British Gymnastics Clubmark 
accreditation Gymmark for being a well run club. The club 
opened 18 months ago and now has 22 members. 
 
The Sport England’s Clubmark scheme has now achieved 1000 
fully accredited clubs in 20 different sports. It means that the 
scheme is rapidly becoming the established quality standard for 
all sports clubs in the country.  
 
Next Generation Trampoline Club is one of only 105 British 
Gymnastics Clubs who have achieved the award to-date. 
 
Next Generation Club received their award from English 
Gymnastics Development Officer Kirsty Thornton at a 
presentation event held on Sunday 20th November 2005. 
 
 

WANTED 
 

Are you a good communicator? Can you write articles that 
inspire? 
 
Trampolining is fast growing and changing rapidly. It is therefore 
vital that we improve our ability to communicate to all corners of 
our sport. 
 
The Communications sub group currently sits under the 
development pathway of the Technical Committee and they are 
looking for people who can help write articles and keep our 
membership informed. 
 
You don’t have to be a top-level trampolinist, although a good 
understanding of the sport would be an advantage. Members of 
the group would attend up to two meetings a year, but would 
remain in constant contact with officers via email. 
 
Don’t be shy. We need your help. 
 
If you have any interest or questions contact Martin Laws at the 
following address: martin@trampoline.co.uk 
 
 

Domestic Competitions – Reminder 
 

Club Secretaries are reminded of the closing date/s for the 
various Domestic Competitions during 2006. 
 
Please ensure that your club entry is NOT late: 
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 NATIONAL Grade 1 TRA & DMT 
 
05 Mar 06: HULL (closing date 13/02/06) 
19 Mar 06: SOUTHEND (closing date 27/02/06) 
01 Apr 06: PERTH (closing date 13/03/06) 
22 Apr 06: CARDIFF (closing date 27/03/06) 
23 Apr 06: CARDIFF (closing date 27/03/06) SYN + DMT 
29 Apr 06: NEWRY (closing date 10/04/06) 
21 May 06: HARROW (closing date 01/05/06) 
03 Jun 06: SOUTH SHIELDS (closing date 15/05/06) 
 
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS TRA 
 
15/16 Jul 06: BIRMINGHAM (closing date 05/06/06) 
 
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS SYN + DMT 
 
18 Nov 06: HULL (closing date 09/10/06) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
NATIONAL Grade II TRA 
 
08 Apr 06: NEWTOWNARDS (closing date 20/03/06) 
06 May 06: MACCLESFIELD (closing date 17/04/06) 
01 Oct 06: READING (closing date 11/09/06) 
07 Oct 06: NEWTOWNARDS (closing date 18/09/06) 
28 Oct 06: BIRMINGHAM (closing date 02/10/06) 
 
NATIONAL GRADE II  FINALS 
 
19 Nov 06: HULL (closing date 23/10/06) 
 
Your co-operation in ensuring that ALL entries are despatched 
to the relevant  Competition Organiser by the date requested 
will be very much appreciated. Ed. 
 
 

YEAR IN THE LIFE OF A TOP 
GYMNAST: Claire Wright 

 
2005 has been a difficult year in many ways for me yet I've had 
many great times. It started when I won the World Cup in 
Bulgaria, a very proud moment for me as it was my first 
competition back from injury. I won the British Championships 
for the 5th consecutive year, and Jaime and I were very proud 
to win a bronze world cup medal in synchro as well as coming 
5th at this year’s World Championships. I was honoured to 
receive the Spirit of Gymnastics award from the Nik Stuart 
Foundation and shocked to be awarded the BBC South 
Sportswoman of the year at the recent dinner and ceremony. 
 
I'm looking forward to next season now and have been working 
hard under the direction of my coach Nigel Rendell, as well as 
the new performance coach Jack Kelly, to perfect my 
techniques and raise my game, I guess now it's all down to me. 
 

Trampolining is a tough sport if you want to make it to the top 
with up to three training sessions a day but it brings rewards and 
great satisfaction if you are willing to put that time in. One of the 
rewards is travelling the world with a fantastic team of people 
and meeting many friends around the globe.  
 
We are all looking forward to the European Championships in 
May and hope to better our performances from two years ago, 
where, as a ladies team we came back with a third, and a fifth 
place in the individual, as well as a second place in the synchro 
and a third place in the team event. This will be hard to beat but 
we can only do our best. 
 
The World Cups are a great opportunity for us to gain points for 
this year’s World Cup Final, which will be taking place in 
Birmingham, England at the end of November. 
 
You haven't seen the last of the synchro partnership, we are 
looking forward to the 2006 season and know that we can only 
get stronger. Both Jaime and I are working hard at our separate 
clubs as well as getting together to ensure that we get a rostrum 
spot again this year. 
 
Editors Note: all of the trampoline fraternity will join with me in 
congratulating Claire on her success in 2005, and wishing her 
even greater achievement in 2006 Ed. 
 
 

FIG NEWS 
 

1. Following the new Inquiries rules in the FIG Technical 
Regulations Section 1, § 7.8.1, 7.8.3, and 8.4, the TR TC had to 
make some small changes to the Code of Points, and which have 
already been accepted by the FIG EC meeting in Baku. Changes 
are reproduced as follows: 
 
§ 11.1 of the TRA COP add: (see Technical Regulations 7.8.1, 
7.8.3, 8.4 (Inquires)  
 
7.8.1 Superior Jury to read: This consists of the Technical 
President and the members of the Technical Committee. The 
specific tasks of each member are defined by the Technical 
Committee.. 
 
Add sub para 5: to take the final decision about inquiries as per 
Art. 8.4. To take effect immediately. 
 
7.8.3 Jury of  Appeal and Competitions’ Supervisory Board 
to read: The Jury of Appeal consist of two members of the 
Executive Committee appointed by the Presidential Commission 
(one of them acting as President), and a third competent person 
who was involved neither in the decision of the Competition 
Jury, nor in the decision of the Superior Jury. The Technical 
President concerned or any other appropriate person may be 
called as consultant.  The  details of tasks and  competence are 
worked out  
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By the EC in a separate document. 
 
The Executive Commission designates its representatives as 
well as the third person, nominated on site according to the 
needs. To take immediate effect. 
 
8.4 (new) Inquiries – “Inquiries for the difficulty scores are 
allowed, provided that they are made verbally immediately 
after the publication of the score, or at the very latest before the 
end of the exercise of the following gymnast or group. 
 
Late inquiries will be rejected. 
 
Inquiries for all other scores (Execution and Synchro) are not 
allowed. 

 
The inquiry must be confirmed in writing within a few minuted 
and requires an agreement of payment of USD 300 -- for the 
first complaint; USD 500 – for the second complaint and USD 
1000 – for the third complain. Should the inquiry prove correct 
and is accepted, this sum will be reimbursed. Otherwise, the 
sum will be transferred to the FIG Foundation. 
 
Every inquiry must be examined by the Superior Jury and a 
final decision (which may not be appealed) must be taken at the 
very latest: in the days following a competition, a global video 
analysis will be carried out by the Technical Committee, and in 
case the mistakes are established, the guilty judges will be 
punished accordingly. To take immediate effect. 
 
§ 20.15 of the TRA COP add: (see 7.8.1 and 8.4). 
 
2. The EC also agreed to the following change in the World 
Cup Rules: 
 
• World Cup Rules (2.3.2 Finals): maximum 2 

individuals and 1 pair per country per discipline). This is 
in line with the Technical Regulations and the Code of 
Points. 

 
3. FIG Gala: Cirque du Soleil is at present in collaboration 
with the FIG to appear in the official Gala for the 125th 
Anniversary of the FIG on 30th October 2006 in Geneva. 
 
 

Annual Report of Coach 
Education Committee 

2004/5 
Cathy Page 

 
This report statistically relates to the year from 1.10.04 – 
30.9.05. 

General Review 
The number of new coaches has stayed about the same this year. 
The urgency is for more tutors so that those who currently tutor 
do  fewer courses at the lower levels and more at the higher 
levels. The demand is huge but limited by numbers of tutors. 
 
Mechanics  - The revised mechanics has been taught from 
January 05 and introduced into the Club Coach and higher 
awards. Jake Bailey and Richard Ollerenshaw have been 
responsible for the new developments but with Fred Yeadon’s 
cooperation and inspiration. Thanks to them.  
 
Coach level 
No problems have been encountered apart from a few questions 
on the exam paper, which are to be revised. 
 
Club Coach 
The percentage of those going on to Club Coach has remained 
about the same as last year. There are still some areas not 
running even one course each year. There is an urgent need to 
put mentored learning at Club Coach level and above in a more 
prominent position. Most mentors do not realise the potential of 
this period of learning. 
 
Senior Club Coach 
About one third of Club coaches go on to Senior Club. The 
numbers doing the course continue to rise but the numbers 
actually doing the exam do not increase. This again demonstrates 
a lack of mentored learning.   
 
High Performance Coach 
It was found extremely difficult to find a date to examine this 
course in the south. Too few dates are available for the higher 
level tutors. 
Two courses were held one midweek in Gillingham in July and 1 
in Portsmouth.  The exam for the Gillingham course will be held 
in Feb/March. A further course has been running at weekends in 
January/February 2006 in Portsmouth and the Gillingham course 
will run again in July if there is sufficient demand. 
 
International Performance Coach 
It was found impossible to get a date to examine the IPC course 
due to lack of free dates for the examiners. 
 
Teachers Course 
There have been nearly 700 Teachers award coaches trained in 
in-service  teacher’s weeks and in-service courses. This is an area 
of real growth. The expansion of trampolining in schools has 
increased vastly the demand for teacher’s courses. 
 
Disabilities courses 
The module and the stand-alone courses continue.  There were 
156 passes between them. 
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Double Mini tramp courses 
Only one course at Club Coach level was held and one at SCC 
and HPC level. There are 5 tutors who are qualified to tutor all 
levels to HPC level but they are all too busy to run courses. 
One new tutor Rosie Bascombe was trained. 
 
Tutor Training 
There are quite a large number of coaches in training as tutors, 
and three new tutors have qualified this year. Two tutors have 
qualified as Disabilities tutors. Of the 66 current tutors – 5 are 
DMT only, 4 are Disabilities only, 2 are examiners only and 7 
or 8 are not active. Some have been taken off the list due to 
non-payment of membership.  
At club coach level there are 29 tutors, every region except the 
West Midlands having at least one. There is 1 new senior club 
coach tutor and 1 new senior club coach examiner. These can 
be one of the two examiners required at this level. We need 
more to move up to HPC and IPC levels. Two trampoline tutor 
induction days were held –15 potential tutors attended.  
 
Tutor/Examiner seminar 
An excellent seminar was held in September at Loughborough. 
The next will be held on 2/3rd September 2006 at 
Loughborough. 
 
High Performance Conference 
A High Performance Conference was held alongside the BG 
National Technical Conference at Lilleshall in Jan 05 – the 
topics covered were Mechanics,  Cruising as an aid to 
developing middle twisters, Preparation for  new set routines 
with 2 moves to tariff, Long term athlete development, the 
competition scene 
 
Changes to Code of Practice 
There has been one alteration to the Code of Practice relating to 
the locking up of premises when trampolines not in use where 
trampolines are left out all the time. 
 
Coach Education Panel  
The Coach education Panel met on 23.3.05, 20.7.05 and 
16.11.05.  
Decisions made in 2004/5 related to Tutor accreditation’s, 
approval of new resources, new exams papers, arranging for 
annual Tutor seminar, arranging high level courses, deciding on 
the new syllabus changes for the UKCC, and of course 
arranging speakers for the technical conference. 
 

Trampolining Coach Education 
Development Plan 2002-5 

 
Aims – to increase the number of coaches by increasing the 
number of tutors at all levels, but also to increase the 
understanding / skill of new coaches. 

Tutor Training 
To have at least 4 coach tutor/examiners per region by 2005 – 
SE, EM, Y, WM, W, SW all do not have 4 trampoline tutors as 
yet. Totally failed – there is only 1 who regularly tutors in the 
Midlands,  2 in the SW although there are 2 in training, 2 in the 
SE, 2 in the EM, 2 in York, 3 in NI and 3 in Wales. 
To have at least one Club coach tutor per region. – west midlands 
remains without 
 
Coach training 
New coaches – at least 1500 per year – achieved 2003, slightly 
short 2004, slightly short 2005, 
Club Coaches to reach 10% of the coaches trained i.e. 150 in 
2003; 170 in 2004; 149 achieved 2003; 159 in 2004; 158 in 2005; 
New Senior Club Coaches to increase to 80-100 in the next 2 
years; not achieved 
New HPC to increase to 25 per year – Run one or two HPC 
courses each year; not achieved in passes but 15-20 have been on 
the courses. 
IPC course to be run Nationally alternate years depending on 
demand. 1 run so far 
 
Resources 
2003 – review Code of Practice by June – achieved July 2003, 
under continuous review; 

- Print Senior Club Coach manual by April – 
achieved summer 2003; 

- Complete HPC resource by  Dec 2003 – notes only 
ready; 

- Review Coach and combine with teachers 
resource2003 – combined summer 2003 

- Review Club Coach Resources 2004, not done 
awaiting new syllabus review 

- Prepare tutor / examiner resource book – draft done 
2004 

- Exam papers under constant review 
- Revise Coach Log Book by June 2003; Club Coach 

log book by Dec 2003;   both achieved by Dec 2003 
 
Links 
Link decisions from Coach Education Committee into 
Gymnews/Gymnast – achieved after most meetings 
Link Proficiency Scheme closely to Coach / Club Coach – 
Information incorporated into resource for  Coach; DVD of 
moves in Awards 11-15 planned for early 2006; 
Link IPC training closely with Squad training, not achieved 
 
Administration 
Plan the calendar in each region for the whole year to allow Club 
Coach, Senior Club Coach, and HPC development, most regions 
have regular Club Coach, 5 regions have regular Senior Club, 
and two regular HPC courses run 
Address the Accidents, which are reported to see if modifications 
need to be made to the Code of Practice. – not done, no 
information on accidents forthcoming from insurers, 
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Seminars 
Hold Coaching Seminars at HPC/IPC level Nationally and 
encourage regional seminars at Senior Club/ Club and Coach 
level. 2003-5; Coaching seminar at HPC/IPC achieved Jan 
2004; and Jan 2005; and Jan 2006; NW region 2004/5;  
 
Development of Assistant Coach 
Plans in hand for the development Assistant coach for trial in 
the autumn. 
 
Statistics 
Table attached at end. 
 
 

Scottish National Championships 
 
Saturday 12th November saw the culmination of the domestic 
trampoline calendar for 2005 with the National Trampoline 
Championships. Trampolinists from all over Scotland, 
representing 13 clubs converged on Bells Sports Centre, 
Perth for this annual event.  In order to participate in this 
competition, the young gymnasts were required to meet a 
minimum qualification standard for their competition level and 
age group.  105 young trampolinists, with 89 actually taking 
part in the competition, reached this exacting requirement. 
 
Competing in their class and age groups in reverse order of 
qualification scores, the competition generally ran to 
expectations with the higher scoring qualifiers being in the 
medals.  However, in the lower levels upsets were seen in the 
Level 6 Under 11 class where Keryn Matthew from MEGA 
moved into bronze medal place from qualifying in 6th place. 
 
In the Level 6 Under 13 class Hannah Sherriff from BANKS 
O’DEE moved into gold medal place from qualifying in 4th 
place and Nicole Cairns from MASTRICK SPRINGBOX 
moved into bronze medal place from qualifying in 7th place. 
 
The Level 6 Under 18 class saw Jennifer Carnegie from 
BANCHORY move from 6th place in qualifying into bronze 
medal position. 
 
The competitions in the other competition levels ran generally 
with the expectations with those qualifying with the highest 
scores gaining the championships. 
 
The Judging panels, comprising some of Scotland’s most 
experienced young and slightly older judges, showed an 
appreciation of the standard of routine with close marking and 
promptly displaying the scores awarded for each competitor.   
 
Pamela Clark from EAST KILBRIDE followed on from her 
British Championships success gaining the Level 1 Under 11 
championships scoring the highest execution score of the day at 
26.1.  Louise Watson from BANKS O’DEE closely followed 
 

this score competing at Level 3 Under 18 with an execution score 
of 26.0 
 
Under the strict control and direction of the Chair of Judges 
Panels, Anne Bowie from Bishopbriggs and John Morrison 
from Banks o’Dee, the competition ran smoothly and on time.  
This reflected well on the coaches and competitors alike who 
were ready and prepared when required. 
 
At the conclusion of the competition, Ron Brooks, former 
member of the Trampoline Technical Panel made a presentation 
to John Ridge, head coach at East Kilbride club.  John was 
presented with an inscribed decanter and glass in recognition of 
his commitment and outstanding contribution to trampoline in 
Scotland going back over 30 years. 
 
The presentation party comprised Chair of the TTP Debbie 
Adams, SGA Finance Director Robert Callahan and Mrs 
Jean Callahan. 
 
 

INTERNATIONAL JUDGE SELECTION 2006 
 
With a busy international program looming, Judges have been 
selected for the following events during 2006: 
 
26-30 Apr: FIG World Cup GHENT (BEL) 
Bruce Craig 
26-30 Apr: Cup of Flanders GHENT (BEL) 
Kevin Dixon-Jackson (TRA) Peter Heames (DMT) 
28-30 Apr: 4 x Countries (POR) 
Sally Slinger 
12-14 May: 4 x Nations SUNDERLAND (GBR) 
Sally Slinger, Tony Hull, Bill Leach, Bruce Craig, Kevin Dixon-
Jackson 
22-28 May: UEG Senior/Youth European Championships 
METZ (FRA) 
Bert Scales (TRA) Steven Grist (DMT) 
23-27 Aug: FIG World Cup SAVOGNIN (SUI) 
Claire Thomson 
30 Aug-03 Sep: FIG World Cup SALZGITTER (GER) 
Donna Grist 
00-00Sep: GBR v GER Youth Match (GER) 
Bill Leach 
20-22 Oct: GBR v SWE v POR Under 15s Match 
GILLINGHAM (GBR) 
Bert Scales, Tony Hull, Elizabeth Scales, Martin Laws, Mike 
Phillipson, Peter Heames. 
 
British Gymnastics will also host the FIG World Cup Final at the 
NIA Birmingham from the 23-26 November, but it is unlikely at 
this stage that British Judges will be used owing to having a 
number of qualifiers In both the TRA and TUM events. Ed. 
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Trampolining New Coach Statistics 2003 – 04 
 

 Coach 
2004 
+ 
teacher 
award 

Coach 
2005 
+ 
teacher 
award 

  Club 
Coach 
2004 

Club 
Coach 
2005 

 Sen 
Club 
2004 

Sen 
Club 
2005 

 HPC 
2004 

HPC 
2005 

 IPC 
2004 

IPC  
2005 

DMT 
CC 
HPC 
2004 

DMT 
CC 
SCC 
HPC 
2005 

2250                  
2200                  
2150  688                
2100                  
2050                  
2000                  
1950 ca 500                  
1900                  
1850                  
1800                  
17.50                  
1700                  
1650                  
1600                  
1550                  
1500                 
1450 1404 1419                
1400                  
1350                  
1300                  
1250                  
1200                  
1150                  
1100                  
1050                  
1000                  
950                  
900                  
850                  
800    * 159 158            
750    150              
700    140              
650    130              
600    120              
550    110              
500    100              
450    90              
400    80              
350    70              
300    60    47          
250    50             IPC1 

200    40     39       HPC1 HPC4 

150    30            SCC1 SCC 5 

100    20            15 14 
50    10       7** 7**  0 0***   
 
*Club Coach – Note the changed scale for the Club Coach, SCC,HPC and IPC; about 10% of coaches go on to Club Coach at 
present. 



Coach Statistics cont. 
 
** HPC –  Course from July 04  was examined but many not ready with performers.  
*** IPC – the on going course will be examined this year  
 
The Teachers Awards are in mauve on top of the Coach Awards for 2004/5.(pale green for 2003/4) 
 
Disabilities Coach – 2001/2 - 112; 2002/3 – 115; 2003/4 – 133; 2004/5 – 156; There is no distinction between add on Module and 

Stand alone 
 

 

FIG WORLD RECORDS 
 

Trampoline – Men’s Individual 

Highest Total Score Alexander Moskalenko RUS 114.80 28.07.01 World Championships 

Igor Gelimbatovski URS 17.001 18.10.86 World Championships Highest Difficulty 

Daniel Neale GBR 17.002 17.03.99 World Cup Final 

Highest Scoring Routine Alexander Moskalenko RUS 43.50 28.07.01 World Championships 

Highest Scoring 1st Routine Flavio Cannone ITA 30.90/3,1 29.07.05 World Cup 

 

Trampoline – Women’s Individual 

Highest Total Score Irina Karavaeva RUS 109.50 06.08.05 World Cup 

Highest Difficulty Irina Karavaeva RUS 15.30 23.04.04 World Cup 

Highest Scoring Routine Irina Karavaeva RUS 41.30 17.10.03 World Championships 

Highest Scoring 1st Routine Anna Dogonadze GER 30.50/2.7 16.09.05 World Championships 

 

Synchro – Men 

Highest Total Score Alexdr. Moskalenko/German Knychev RUS 141.40 22.08.01 World Games 

Highest Difficulty Alexdr. Rusakov/Alexander Leven RUS 15.80 18.10.03 World Championships 

Highest Scoring Routine Alexdr. Moskalenko/German Knychev RUS 51.90 22.08.01 World Games 

Highest Scoring 1st Routine Tetsuya Sotomura/Yasuhiro Ueyama JPN 40.00/2,7 03.06.05 World Cup 

Masaki Hitomi/Syunsuke Nagasaki JPN 40.00/3,3 03.06.05 World Cup  

Martin Gromowski/Henrik Stehlik GER 40.00/2,7 10.06.05 World Cup 

  



 

Synchro – Women 

Highest Total Score Elena Movchan/Oxana Tsiguleva UKR 137.50 28.07.01 World Championships 

Highest Difficulty Karen Cockburn/Heather Ross-McM. CAN 13.80  05.09.03 World Cup 

Highest Scoring Routine Elena Movchan/Oxana Tsiguleva UKR 50.90  22.08.01 World Games 

Highest Scoring 1st Routine Anna Dogonadze/Jessica Simon GER 39.90/2,5 16.09.05 World Championships 

 

Double Mini-Trampoline – Men’s Individual 

Highest total score Radostin Rachev BUL 149.50 17.09.05 World Championships 

Highest score in one pass Alexei Illichev RUS 38.90 16.09.05 World Championships 

Highest difficulty in one pass Casey Finley USA 10.80 16.09.05 World Championships 

Highest total difficulty Radostin Rachev BUL 36.10 17.09.05 World Championships 

 

 Double Mini-Trampoline - Women’s Individual 

Highest total score Sarah Charles CAN 141.60 17.07.05 World Games 

Highest score in one pass Sarah Charles CAN 36.00 16.09.05 World Championships 

Highest difficulty in one pass Ilse Despriet BEL 8.00 16.09.05 World Championships 

Highest total difficulty Sarah Charles CAN 28.40 17.07.05 World Games 
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